Multicolor banding technique, spectral color banding (SCAN): new development and applications.
Conventional banding techniques can characterize chromosomal aberrations associated with tumors and congenital diseases with considerable precision. However, chromosomal aberrations that have been overlooked or are difficult to analyze even by skilled cytogeneticists were also often noted. Following the introduction of multicolor karyotyping such as spectral karyotyping (SKY) and multiplex-fluorescence in situ hybridization (M-FISH), it is possible to identify this kind of cryptic or complex aberration comprehensively by a single analysis. To date, multicolor karyotyping techniques have been established as useful tools for cytogenetic analysis. However, since this technique depends on whole chromosome painting probes, it involves limitations in that the origin of aberrant segments can be identified only in units of chromosomes. To overcome these limitations, we have recently developed spectral color banding (SCAN) as a new multicolor banding technique based on the SKY methodology. This new technique may be deemed as an ideal chromosome banding technique since it allows representation of a multicolor banding pattern matching the corresponding G-banding pattern. We applied this technique to the analysis of chromosomal aberrations in tumors that had not been fully characterized by G-banding or SKY and found it capable of (1) detecting intrachromosomal aberrations; (2) identifying the origin of aberrant segments in units of bands; and (3) precisely determining the breakpoints of complex rearrangements. We also demonstrated that SCAN is expected to allow cytogenetic analysis with a constant adequate resolution close to the 400-band level regardless of the degree of chromosome condensation. As compared to the conventional SKY analysis, SCAN has remarkably higher accuracy for a particular chromosome, allowing analysis in units of bands instead of in units of chromosomes and is hence promising as a means of cytogenetic analysis.